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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper investigates the technical efficiency 
of labour market matching taking a stochastic 
frontier approach. The data set consists of 
monthly data from 145 Local Labour Offices 
(LLOs) in Finland over the period 1995/01-
2004/09. The true fixed-effects model is utilised 
in order to separate cross-sectional 
heterogeneity from inefficiency. According to 
the results, there are notable differences in 
matching efficiency between regions, and these 
differences contribute significantly to the 
number of filled vacancies. If all regions were as 
efficient as the most efficient one, the number 
of total matches per month would increase by 
over 10 %. If inefficiency had no role in the 
matching function, the number of matches 
would increase by almost 24 %. The weight of 
the composition of the job-seeker stock and 
other environmental variables in the 
determination of matching inefficiency is on 
average 61 %. In particular, job seekers out of 
the labour force and highly educated job seekers 
improve technical efficiency in the matching 
function. 
 
 
 

Keywords: matching function, technical 
efficiency, stochastic frontier analysis, local 
labour markets and heterogeneity. 
 
 

 

RESUMEN 
 
Este trabajo investiga la eficiencia técnica del 
mercado de trabajo coincidente con un enfoque 
de frontera estocástica. El conjunto de datos 
consiste en datos mensuales de 145 oficinas de 
trabajo locales (Llos) en Finlandia durante el 
periodo 1995/01-2004/09. El verdadero 
modelo de efectos fijos es utilizada para cruzar 
por separado la heterogeneidad de la sección de 
la ineficiencia. Según los resultados, hay 
diferencias notables en la adecuación de 
eficiencia entre las regiones, y estas diferencias 
contribuyen de manera significativa el número 
de vacantes cubiertas. Si todas las regiones eran 
tan eficaces como el más eficiente, el número de 
partidos totales por mes se incrementaría en 
más del 10%. Si la ineficacia no tenía ningún 
papel en la función de concordancia, el número 
de partidos, aumentaría en casi un 24%. El peso 
de la composición de la población solicitante de 
empleo y otras variables ambientales en la 
determinación de hacer coincidir la ineficiencia 
es en promedio del 61%. En particular, los 
solicitantes de empleo de la fuerza de trabajo 
altamente educada y de los solicitantes de 
empleo de mejorar la eficiencia técnica en la 
función correspondiente. 
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función, eficacia técnica, análisis estocástico 
fronterizo, mercados de trabajo locales y 
heterogeneidad. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Labour markets are commonly characterised by a large number of individuals searching 
for new jobs simultaneously with a large number of firms searching for new workers. 
This phenomenon is due to frictions in the matching process: job seekers and vacant 
jobs do not match immediately. To a certain extent, frictions are necessary to guarantee 
the quality of matches, but at worst they slow down the matching process yielding 
higher structural unemployment: job seekers do not match the available vacancies. 
Reasons behind the inefficiency  of matching can be related to skill mismatch between 
job seekers and vacant jobs, to regional mismatch problems, to low search effort by job 
seekers, to ranking behaviour by firms, to impediments in the transmission of 
information, to wide heterogeneity of job seekers and firms in the labour market, and 
to inefficiency in the functioning of employment agency (e.g. Broersma and Van Ours 
1999; Pissarides 1994; Anderson and Burgess 2000; Petrongolo and Pissarides 2001; 
Hynninen and Lahtonen 2007).  
 
The qualitative matching of inputs is a crucial determinant of matching efficiency, as it 
determines whether or not a contact between a job seeker and a vacancy leads to a 
match. Therefore, in this study we focus on the role of the composition of the job-
seeker stock in matching efficiency. We take a stochastic frontier approach to labour 
market matching in Finland (Coelli et al 1999; Kumbhakar and Lovell 2000). The 
concept of technical efficiency in the production function,  presented in detail in Farrell 
(1957), is in the matching function determined by the ability of regions to produce 
matches by the stocks of job seekers and vacant jobs (Fahr and Sunde 2002; 
Ilmakunnas and Pesola 2003; Ibourk et al. 2004; Fahr and Sunde 2005). The matching 
function is interpreted as a frontier that determines the upper boundary for successful 
matches that could be produced by the given stocks of job seekers and vacant jobs. 
 
The traditional fixed-effects model provides time-invariant estimates for efficiency 
relative to the best in the sample (Kim and Schmidt 2000). The problem in this 
approach is that all time-invariant heterogeneity across cross-sections is included in the 
efficiency term. Stochastic frontier analysis (SFA) avoids this problem of 
misspecification by providing a tool for the separation of efficiency from heterogeneity 
(Greene 2005a and b). Efficiency is also allowed to vary over time, which is a realistic 
assumption in long time series. In addition, a model specification of the Battese and 
Coelli (1995) type allows efficiency terms to be functions of variables that cause 
frictions in the matching process.  
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Ilmakunnas and Pesola (2003) and Hynninen et al. (2006)1 have previously applied 
stochastic frontier analysis to the production of hires from unemployment in Finland. 
In this study, we investigate the efficiency of the production of filled vacancies. We 
apply Greene’s (2005a and b) true fixed-effects stochastic frontier model with the 
inefficiency terms of the Battese and Coelli (1995) type. We utilise estimated efficiencies 
in order to calculate the quantitative effects of total inefficiency on matches. The 
matching function represents the production of filled vacancies during a month with 
job seekers and vacant jobs as inputs. The data are monthly panel data from 145 Local 
Labour Offices (LLOs) in Finland from the period 1995/01 – 2004/092.  The data 
consist of registered job seekers, vacant jobs and filled vacancies reported in state-run 
LLOs3. The data provide information on the composition of the job-seeker stock 
according to labour market status, age, and education.  
 
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the stochastic frontier approach 
to the matching function and specifies the models, Section 3 describes the data set, 
Section 4 discusses the results of the efficiency analysis and Section 5 concludes. 
Notable regional differences in efficiency were found. According to the results, 
aggregate level matches would increase by over 10 % if all regions were as efficient as 
the most efficient one. If there were no inefficiency at all in the matching, the number 
of filled vacancies would increase by almost 24 %.  In the job-seeker stock, job seekers 
out of the labour force and highly educated job seekers make the most important 
contribution to matching efficiency by notably increasing it. 
 
 

2. SPECIFICATION OF THE STOCHASTIC 
FRONTIER MATCHING MODEL 
 
We assume that labour market matching follows the production process determined by 
the familiar Cobb-Douglas production function (Pissarides 2000): 

 

 1,1,, −−= tititi VASM βα ,      (1) 

 

                                                           
1 Hynninen et al. (2006) studies the technical efficiency of hiring processes and the contribution of 
inefficiencies to the aggregate unemployment rate in 19 largest travel-to-work areas (TTWAs) in Finland. 
The study finds substantial efficiency differences between TTWAs, which further contribute significantly 
to the aggregate unemployment rate, i.e. 2.5 percentage points. 
2 Åland Island is excluded from the analysis due to its exceptional labour market conditions.  
3 The state-run employment agencies play an important role in the Finnish labour market. The proportion 
of jobs mediated by LLOs varied between a low of 49 in 1993 and a high of 71 per cent in 1996 over the 
period 1993-2002 (Hämäläinen 2003). The mean was around 60 per cent. 
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where tiM ,  denoted filled vacancies (vacancy outflow) during a month t in LLO i, 

1, −tiS  the job-seeker stock and  1, −tiV  the stock of vacancies at the end of the previous 

month.  
 
The stochastic logarithmic production frontier model takes the following form, defined 
by Battese and Coelli (1995) and Greene (2005a and b): 

 

 titititiiti uvVSM ,,1,1,, ]lnln[ln −+++= −− βαµ   (2) 

 
The expression in square brackets states the matching frontier that gives the maximum 
output, matches, which can be achieved at given amounts of production inputs, job 
seekers and vacancies. According to Greene (2005a and b) the model can be called the 

true fixed-effects model since it separates the true fixed effect iµ from inefficiency tiu ,

. 
 
In other words, time-invariant cross-sectional heterogeneity in the production of 
matches is separated from the inefficiency that causes deviations from the frontier. This 
decomposition is not possible in the basic fixed-effects models. 
 

The observable error term tititi uv ,,, −=ε  consists of two components that we do not 

directly observe. The “normal” error terms tiv ,  are iid and follow the ),0( 2
vN σ

distribution. tiu ,  are non-negative random variables accounting for technical 

inefficiency in the production of matches. They are assumed to be distributed 

independently of tiv , , following the ),( 2
, ujitjZN σδ distribution truncated at zero 

(Coelli 1997). The itjZ ,  vector denotes inefficiency regressors and jδ s are coefficients 

to be estimated. The variance of the composed error term is expressed as 

uv
222 σσσ += . The relative importance of the residual associated to the inefficiency 

term is 22 /σσγ u= . 2σ and γ  are parameters to be estimated instead of v
2σ  and 

u
2σ . 

 
The distribution of the inefficiency terms is effected by “environmental factors” that 
vary between cross-sectional units and over time. The inefficiency term is a function of 

these environmental factors, tijitjti wZu ,,, += δ , where the random variable tiw , is 

defined by the truncation of the normal distribution with zero mean and variance 2
uσ
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such that the point of truncation is jitjZ δ,− , i.e. jitjti Zw δ,, −≥ . These assumptions 

are consistent with tiv ,  being non-negative truncations of the ),( 2
, ujitjZN σδ

distribution (Battese and Coelli 1995). This specification assumes that all environmental 
factors that might increase or decrease inefficiency in the production influence directly 
the degree of technical efficiency, not the shape of the production technology as in the 
conventional fixed effects framework (Coelli et al. 1999).  
 
The parameters of the stochastic frontier and the efficiency term can be estimated 
jointly by maximising the log-likelihood of the model (Coelli 1997; Coelli et al. 1998). 

The conditional estimates of the efficiency coefficients tiTE , are computed as 

 

 ],,,|)*[exp( ,, ZVSMuTE titi −= .    (3) 

 
The efficiency measure is absolute, not relative to the best in the sample. It is equal to 1 

when matches lie on the frontier, otherwise 1, <tiTE .  

 
 
3. DATA DESCRIPTION  
 
The data comprise filled vacancies during a month and the stocks of registered job 
seekers and vacant jobs at the end of a previous month from 145 Local Labour Offices 
(LLOs) in Finland. The research period spans from January 1995 to September 2004. 
Following the examples of Fahr and Sunde (2002, 2005), Ilmakunnas and Pesola (2003), 
and Ibourk et al (2004) we include in the model control variables that capture labour 
market heterogeneity and possibly affect technical efficiency of the production of 
matches. These inefficiency regressors consist of the structure of the job-seeker stock 
according to labour market status, age, and education. Shares of long-term unemployed 
(over one year), job seekers out of the labour force, employed job seekers, job seekers 
below 25 years and over 50 years and primary educated as well as highly educated job 
seekers are included in the inefficiency terms. 
 
Table 1 summarises the descriptive statistics of the data by LLOs. On average in a LLO 
there are 4 066 job seekers and 114 vacant jobs. A large share of the job-seeker pool, 14 
% on average, is of long-term type. Employed job seekers account for 24 % and job 
seekers out of the labour force for 9 % of the job-seeker stock. By age, almost 20 % of 
job seekers are over 55 years old and 7 % are younger than 25 years. In educational 
composition the registered job seekers are predominantly the primary and secondary 
educated; only 9 % are highly educated (see Appendix 1 for the educational 
classification).  
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Figure 1 provides preliminary information on regional differences by tabulating 
matching probabilities (M/S) and labour market tightness (V/S) across regions4. The 

relationship between matching probability and tightness is clear: 2R =0.82. The picture 
indicates differences in matching efficiency: at a given tightness LLOs produce 
deviating amounts of matches. Figure 2 in turn describes the changes in matching 
probability and labour market tightness by years. Both factors have increased 
continuously over the period. The change in the matching rate was notably slower, 
especially in the early 2000s. As a result, the gap between the matching rate and 
tightness also widened over the period. This indicates deterioration in matching 
efficiency: at a given labour market tightness the local labour markets are able to 
produce fewer matches. These figures furnish a starting point for our stochastic frontier 
analysis, which takes into account factors affecting efficiency and allows for time-wise 
variation in the efficiency estimates. 
 
 
4. RESULTS 
 
Five alternative specifications are reported in Table 2. Specification 1 is a conventional 
random-effects model and specification 2 a fixed-effects model. Specifications 3-5 are 
different kinds of stochastic frontier models. Specification 3 is a SFA model of the 
Battese and Coelli (1995) type without any panel-specific effects. Cross-sectional 
heterogeneity is added into the model through the inefficiency regressors, where it 
enters into the mean of the distribution of the inefficiency effects. Model 4 combines 
the Battese and Coelli -type of inefficiency effects with Greene’s (2005a and b) true 
fixed-effects model by adding LLO-specific dummies into the function to capture time-
invariant heterogeneity in the matching production. Specification 5, in addition, 
includes the time trend in the inefficiency term. In addition, in order to capture cyclical 
and seasonal variation in the matching function, we include yearly and monthly 
dummies in the function in all of the models5. 
 
According to the results, the coefficient for vacancies is more stable across the 
specifications than the coefficient for job seekers, varying between 0.42 and 0.47.  The 
job-seeker coefficient is more volatile, varying between 0.24 and 0.47. Random 
specifications report notably higher job-seeker coefficients. They take into account 
between-units variation in addition to within-unit variation, which might yield the 
higher job-seeker coefficients. Among these conventional panel data models, the 

                                                           
4 The flow of new vacant jobs during a month is included in the tightness in the figure. Owing to 
simultaneity bias problems, they are not, however, used in the matching function estimations. See Gregg 
and Petrongolo (2005) for stock-flow matching. 
5  We also estimated all of the models with a trend in the function instead of yearly dummies. The models 
with dummies proved to have more explanatory power. The results on the estimations with a trend are 
available from the author. 
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Hausman test, however, favours the fixed-effects specification against the random 
model. All models, independent of the type of panel effects or inclusion of the 
inefficiency terms, exhibit decreasing returns to scale. 
 
The γ coefficients in the SFA models correspond to the estimated share of the 
inefficiency term in the variance of the composed error term, i.e., it is an indication of 
two-sided errors.  In the Battese and Coelli specification the inefficiency term is 
insignificant, since γ is almost zero and not statistically significant. This indicates that all 
deviations from the frontier are due to random errors tiv ,  and that the model collapses 

to the basic OLS-model with inefficiency regressors in the matching function (Battese 
and Coelli 1995).  
 
In the true fixed-effects model 1 (column 4) γ is 0.3 and highly significant, indicating 
that when we control for cross-sectional differences in the matching technology, 
stochastic inefficiency terms explain 30 % of the total variation in the composed error 
term6. This indicates that fixed effects are necessary in order to separate inefficiency 
effects; we have 145 cross-sections with wide heterogeneity. When, further, we add the 
time trend into the inefficiency term, γ rises to 0.57. Adding the time trend thus 
increases the fraction of inefficiency to the composed error term. 
 
The log likelihood and AIC values favours specification 5 against the others. In 
addition, the likelihood ratio test rejects the hypothesis that the coefficient of the trend 
is zero. Hence, efficiency appears to have a negative trend, i.e. an exogenous decline 
occurred in matching efficiency during the period, as already indicated by the curves in 
Figure 2. It should be noted that adding the time trend has a marked affect on the 
results by decreasing the coefficient for job seekers in the function and attributing to 
the job-seeker stock variables in the inefficiency term more importance. This means 
that variations in the composition of the job-seeker stock contribute to efficiency 
notably more than in the model without the time trend.  
 
 

4.1. DETERMINANTS OF THE MATCHING EFFICIENCY 
 

Many previous studies have reported that the search intensity of job seekers (e.g. Budd 
et al 1988; Layard and Bean 1989; Pissarides 1992) and the ranking behaviour of firms 
(Burgess 1993; Blanchard and Diamond 1994; Pissarides 1994; Van Ours 1995; 
Broersma 1997; Broersma and Van Ours 1999; Mumford and Smith 1999; Anderson 

                                                           
6 The estimated inefficiency is clearly stochastic, not deterministic, which favours stochastic frontier 
analysis against data envelopment analysis, where all deviations from the frontier are assumed to be due to 
inefficiency. 
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and Burgess 2000; Burgess and Turon 2003) are crucial determinants of the size of the 
matching frictions. In line with this, we assume the matching inefficiency to be a linear 
function of the composition of the job-seeker stock. We control for the composition of 
the job-seeker stock regarding labour market position, age and education. With respect 
to labour market position, we define unemployed job seekers with an unemployment 
spell shorter than a year as the “base” group of job seekers with respect to age, job 
seekers aged between 26-49 years and with respect to education, secondary educated 
job seekers form the base groups. The efficiency effects of other groups are studied in 
relation to these base groups.  
 
Our results for long-term unemployment are not straightforward. In a conventional 
fixed-effects model (Table 2, column 2) long-term unemployment negatively affects 
matches by the coefficient -1.21, as expected. According to the true fixed-effects model 
1 (Specification 4), a one percentage point increase in the group of long-term 
unemployed decreases matching efficiency by about 1 %7. Adding the time trend into 
the true fixed-effects model, however, changes the sign and magnitude of long-term 
unemployment (Specification 5):  according to that specification, a one percentage 
point increase in long-term unemployment increases matching efficiency by over 2 %.  
 
Evidently, the negative time trend captures the efficiency-decreasing effect of an 
increase in long-term unemployment. Long-term unemployment fell continuously 
during the research period, while efficiency also fell: the correlation between the trend 
and long-term unemployment is -0.40. The result is in line with Ilmakunnas and Pesola 
(2003) who report that long-term unemployment has a positive effect on hiring 
efficiency in Finland. Either Blanchard and Diamond (1989) did not find a statistically 
significant negative effect of long-term unemployment on matches. 
 
The unequal employability of different job-seeker groups is clearly implied by the 
results for job seekers out of the labour force and employed job seekers. Both of these 
groups reduce matching frictions in LLOs. The negative inefficiency effect of job 
seekers out of the labour force is over two times larger than that of employed job 
seekers (Specification 5). This reflects that job seekers trying to enter the labour market 
are favoured by employers possibly due to their flexibility and freshness of skills that at 
least lately graduated students have. Their own search effort might also be higher than 
the effort of other groups. The same explanations hold for the efficiency enhancing 
effect of young job seekers who have found to improve efficiency also in Fahr and 
Sunde (2002) in Western Germany and in Ilmakunnas and Pesola (2003) in Finland. 
 

                                                           
7 Note that in SFA models a negative sign means a positive effect on efficiency: inefficiency = -(ln 
efficiency) 
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Older job seekers also improve efficiency in LLOs reflecting the value accorded the 
experience of older job seekers by firms seeking workers through state-run employment 
agencies. 
 
The educational structure of the job-seeker stock is also of significance. The share 
variables capture the effect of primary and highly educated job seekers in relation to the 
secondary educated. A one percentage point increase in the high education group 
increases efficiency by almost 8 %. This is in line with results of Lahtonen (2006) in 
Finland and with those of Fahr and Sunde (2002) in the SFA framework in Western 
Germany. Fahr and Sunde argue that highly educated job seekers might have a higher 
search intensity and that the search process may be more directed in the high-education 
segment of the labour market, thereby contributing to higher matching efficiency.   
 
Primary educated job seekers seem to decrease matching efficiency. These results could 
indicate job competition between job seekers with different levels of education. 
Employers might prefer highly educated to primary and secondary educated job seekers 
even where the job does not necessarily require high education. The existing evidence 
on job competition is not, however, unproblematic (Sicherman 1991; Van Ours and 
Ridder 1995; Gautier et al. 2002): Van Ours and Ridder found evidence of job 
competition between academic and higher vocational education, but not at lower levels 
of education, while others found no educational-related evidence of job competition. 
 

 

4.2. QUANTITATIVE EFFECTS OF 
INEFFICIENCY ON MATCHES 
 
The average efficiency levels vary from 0.47 in a Battese and Coelli to 0.74 in the true 
fixed effects model with the time trend in the inefficiency term. (Table 2). We face the 
familiar problem that the efficiency estimates are not robust across SFA models, as 
previously reported, e.g., in Giannakas et al. (2003). Both the LR test for the 
significance of the trend in the inefficiency estimates and the AIC favour specification 
5, as already reported above. On the basis of these tests we end up using the estimates 
given by them in our further calculations.  
 
Regional variation in the mean efficiency varies from 0.36 to 0.89 (Appendix 2). If we 
consider all 16 965 efficiency estimates, the variation ranges from 0.06 to 0.95 with a 
standard deviation 0.17. On average, the matching process works rather efficiently; 
however, there are also inefficient regions which are permanently far from the frontier. 
The ranking of regions according to efficiency remained, however, rather stable during 
the research period: the Spearman rank correlation coefficient between the estimates 
for 1995 (the first year) and 2003 (last full year of the period) is 0.74.   
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We clarify the quantitative dimension of regional inefficiency from a somewhat 
different perspective from that of Ibourk et al. (2004) who also calculate efficiency 
slacks and the explanatory power of environmental variables. Our focus is on the 
magnitude of inefficiency and its direct effects on the number of monthly matches. 
Table 3 reports the results of those calculations. If there was no inefficiency at all, i.e., 
the efficiency level were 1 in all regions, we would obtain 2 727 more filled vacancies in 
a month. This implies a 23.7 % monthly increase in matches compared to the level of 
matches obtained at the current average levels of inefficiency. Comparing the number 
of matches obtained at the prevailing inefficiencies with the hypothetical number of 
matches obtained with zero-level inefficiency implies that inefficiency decreases 
matches by 19.2 %. 
 
It is, however, unrealistic to assume that inefficiency plays a zero-role in the matching 
function. It is more appropriate to set the efficiency frontier at the highest level found 
in the sample. The highest average efficiency level, 0.89, is obtained in Vaasa (in 
Ostrobothnia). If we set all LLOs at the efficiency level of Vaasa we would achieve 1 
174 new matches in a month, which would increase matches by 10.2 %. Comparing the 
number of matches obtained at the prevailing inefficiencies with the hypothetical 
number of matches obtained with Vaasa’s inefficiency implies that inefficiency 
decreases matches by 9.3 %.  
 
As defined in Section 2, the inefficiency estimates consist of two parts: 

tijitjti wZu ,,, += δ , i.e., of the part explained by inefficiency regressors and a random 

error. The Z variables contain the variables describing the composition of the job-
seeker stock, the time trend and a constant. We have calculated the weight of the Z 
variables in the determination of the inefficiency estimates by comparing the absolute 
value of the inefficiency level predicted by the Z variables to the sum of this prediction 

and the absolute value of inefficiency predicted by random terms tiw ,
8 (Appendix 2). 

 
The greater the particular absolute value, the greater the importance in the inefficiency 

term. According to the calculations, the weight of the jitjZ δ,  set is on average 61 % in 

the inefficiency estimates. There is, however, weak positive dependence between the 
importance of the Z variables and the level of inefficiency: the correlation coefficient 
between inefficiency and the weight of the Z variables is 0.25.  This indicates that, at 
lower levels of efficiency, the Z variables play a more important role while factors not 
related to the composition of the job-seeker stock become relatively more important at 
higher efficiency levels.  
 

                                                           
8 Note that parts of the efficiency estimates can predict negative inefficiency. Together they determine level 
of inefficiency higher than 0 (Battese and Coelli 1995). 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
We studied the process of matching job seekers and vacant jobs in local labour markets 
taking a stochastic frontier approach. We applied true fixed-effects modelling in order 
to decompose the time-invariant cross-sectional heterogeneity that directly affects the 
matching technology from inefficiency that causes deviations from the frontier. The 
inefficiency terms were modelled as functions of the job-seeker stock composition in 
the regions.  
 
Notable differences in matching efficiency between regions were found, and these 
differences were shown to have significant effects on the number of filled vacancies. If 
all regions were as efficient as the most efficient one, the number of total matches in a 
month would increase by over 10 %. If there were no inefficiency at all in the matching 
function, matches would increase by almost 24 %.  
 
The results indicate that a continuous exogenous decline in matching efficiency 
occurred during the research period. The results also show that changes in the 
composition of the job-seeker stock strongly contribute to the efficiency estimates: the 
labour market status, age as well as educational structure of the job-seeker stock 
strongly affect the ability of local labour markets to form successful matches. In 
particular, job seekers out of the labour force and highly educated job seekers improve 
matching efficiency. The total weight of the set of inefficiency regressors in the 
inefficiency term is on average 61 %. 
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FIGURES AND TABLES 
 

FIGURE 1 
Matching probabilities and labour market tightness by LLOs 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FIGURE 2 
Matching probabilities and labour market tightness by years 
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Conventional panel data models Stochastic frontier models
Variables Random Fixed Battese and Coelli True fixed 1 True fixed 2
Dependent variable: ln Mt (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
ln St-1 0.45***(0.02) 0.3***(0.06) 0.47***(0.01) 0.31***(0.05) 0.24***(0.05)
ln Vt-1 0.42***(0.005) 0.42***(0.005) 0.47***(0.005) 0.42***(0.005) 0.43***(0.005)

Constant -1.75***(0.24) -0.68 (175.7)

Inefficiency controls -ln(efficiency)
t 0.025***(0.001)
(Share LTU)t-1 -1.73***(0.2) -1.21**(0.2) 4.68***(0.14) 0.97***(0.21) -2.32***(0.45)
(Share OUT)t-1 1.84***(0.19) 2.12***(0.2) -0.41**(0.14) -2.57***(0.21) -9.28***(0.55)
(Share EMP)t-1 0.3 (0.18) 0.47* (0.19) 1.01***(0.15) -0.85***(0.2) -4.44***(0.41)
(Share < 25)t-1 0.48 (0.44) 0.64 (0.45) -0.19 (0.35) -1.7***(0.49) -7.79***(1.01)
(Share > 50)t-1 0.38 (0.32) 0.73*(0.35) 0.13 (0.24) -0.1 (0.38) -7.77*** (0.85)
(Share PRIMARY)t-1 0.36 (0.21) 0.65** (0.23) 0.31**(0.12) -0.31 (0.22) 4.13*** (047)
(Share HIGH)t-1 2.64*** (0.3) 2.79*** (0.32) -1.45***(0.2) -3.83***(0.35) -7.92***(0.35)
Constant -0.09 1.99***(0.22) 2.18***(0.35)

Returns to scale 0.87*** 0.75*** 0.94*** 0.74*** 0.67***
R2 0.8 0.79
Number of observations 16 965 16 965 16 965 16 965 16 965
sigma-squared 0.29 0.24 0.37
gamma 0.00006 0.3*** 0.57**
log likelihood -13 449 -11 479 -11 270
AIC 26 966 23 313 22 898
Hausman, Chi2 146.5***
LR-test, t=0, Chi2 417***
Average efficiency 0.47 (0.12) 0.52 (0.16) 0.74 (0.17)

TABLE 1 
Descriptive statistics 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE 2 Estimation results 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Average Min / Max Std. Dev.

Matching rate 0.04 0 / 1.0 0.04

Filled vacancies 142 0 / 7 717 426

Job seekers 4 066 183 / 106 329 7 809

Vacant jobs 114 0 / 7 566 370

Share long-term unemployed 0.14 0.01 / 0.33 0.05

Share job seekers out of the labour force 0.09 0.01 / 0.44 0.05

Share employed job seekers 0.24 0.08 / 0.47 0.05

Share job seekers < 25 years 0.07 0 / 0.2 0.03

Share job seekers > 50 years 0.18 0.08 / 0.31 0.03

Share primary educated job seekers 0.49 0.32 / 0.7 0.06

Share highly educated job seekers 0.09 0.01 / 0.27 0.05
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Notes: All models include yearly and monthly dummies in the function. Standard 
deviations reported in parentheses. *** denote statistical significance at the 0.1 % level, 
** at the 1 % level, and * at the 5 % level. In tests for returns to scale, *** denote 
deviation from unity at the 0.1 % level. Of the conventional panel data models, 
Hausman test favours the fixed-effects model at the 0.1 % level. The LR test rejects the 
hypothesis that model 5 is nested in model 4 with a signifigance level of 0.1 %. 

 
 

TABLE 3 Quantitative effects of inefficiency on matches 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 1 Relation between 3-group classification and ISCED 1997 
 

ISCED 1997 Name 3-group classification 

 Level 0 Pre-primary education - 
 Level 1 Primary education 1 Primary 
 Level 2 
 

Lower secondary education 1 Primary 

 Level 3 Upper secondary education 2 Secondary 
 Level 4 
 

Post secondary non-tertiary ed. 2 Secondary 

 Level 5 1st. stage of tertiary education:  
 5B-programmes 3 Highly 
 5A-programmes 3 Highly 
 Level 6 2nd stage of tertiary education 3 Highly 

 

Efficiency calculations
Increase in matches

Predicted matches 11 484

Matches with highest efficiency in the sample 12 658 1 174, 10.2 %

Matches with efficiency level of 1 14 211 2 727, 23.7 %

The weight of Z-variables in 61 %
the inefficiency determination, mean

Correlation between the weight of Z-variables 0.25
and inefficiency level
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APPENDIX 2 Efficiency and inefficiency by LLOs 
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